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User object. The idea is, that we don't want to
overwrite the same code in the object so we decided

to give all sub-classes different hashes. However I
have an instance which is itself a subclass, and

because of that it has a slightly different hash code
from the User one. If we put in a System.out.println();
call in the hashCode() call we do see different hashes.

Is there a good way to make sure that an object of
that type gets the right hashCode()? A: You could

have a single hashcode used, for the class, which is
then used in subclasses: class User { int userId; String
username; //... @Override public int hashCode() { int

result = userId; result = 31 * result +
username.hashCode(); return result; } } class Admin

extends User { int adminId; //... } A: I would rather not
override hashcode as well as equals, then you would
be creating problems that are not there. Instead, you
create a new class that has the needed fields of the

objects: public class ShortPerson { private String
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name; private int age; // Setters and getters } and
public class LongPerson { private String name; private

int age; // Setters and getters } And use those with
"short" persons: short person = new

ShortPerson("Tommy Jones", 12); You can easily
lookup a person
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"This is not the end. This is only the beginning. This is
only the first of many battlefields that we will face

together, my friend. The enemy is us." I do this for fun
and profit. "I'm not evil. I'm not even unethical. I'm

just ahead of my time. It's actually quite ethical,
having the computers, the Artificial Intelligence,

making all the world's decisions. Sort of. No one can
really be evil when they're just a program..." My views

are generated and uploaded automatically. The
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default views are 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200, 300,
500, 750, 1000. The maximum number of views is
10,000. "I think it would be useful if we were all to
sing the naysayers' songs. I think it would do some

good. And it might even make some of the naysayers
rethink themselves. I think it would be good to be
reminded of the things that really matter." Quotes

Clothing "It's just a little tough, you know, in the first
months, because you are deviating from all your good
habits. In time you will learn to enjoy it. Most of us do,
sooner or later." "I don't have any monologue. It's a

premise." "Are we alone in the universe?"
"Sometimes, I think, there's no point in you and I

making music.... I never thought of being in a band
before. I thought of being in a solo act... but, in the

end, I don't know what I'd be doing. I guess I'm afraid
that the band that I'm in would have a lot more to

prove than I do, to the audience... So I'm kind of stuck
with being me." "I don't have any monologue. It's a
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